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Abstract— The communication between humans and
artificial agents is becoming crucial and significant in daily life,
especially with the advancements in the fields of human-robot
and human-computer interaction. For these artificial agents to
be recognized as social beings, they should exhibit emotional
and empathic behaviors. However, there is no global agreement
on measuring the empathic capabilities of these agents. For this
reason, the scientific community has paid a significant focus on
developing a standardized metric to perceive artificial agents’
empathy. In this regard, this article provides a discussion on
challenges in artificial empathy evaluation and researches the
developments to discuss the factors and recommendations to
design a globally accepted metric. It also discusses the qualities
required for a globally accepted and standardized metric.
Finally, an adaptation to an existing questionnaire is proposed
for the evaluation of empathy in artificial agents.
Keywords—Artificial Empathy; Empathy Evaluation;
Human-Robot Interaction; Social Robots

I. INTRODUCTION
Empathy is the “feeling-into” defined by Theodor Lipps
[1], the father of scientific theory in 1903. The relationship
between ourselves and others is a crucial aspect of emotional
intelligence since it is how we perceive what others
encounter. The definition of empathy has evolved, and
research is defining empathy from different perspectives
leading to 43 distinct definitions [2]. According to Wan et al.
[3], Empathy is the ability to understand or experience what a
person is feeling from the perspective of that person.
According to the literature on cognitive psychology and
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), empathy is a complex
process by which the frame of reference of an entity is
understood and/or communicated and/or responded
appropriately without doubts about which frame of reference
belongs to whom [4]. It is a critical component of interaction.
There are two analytic categories of empathy from the
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literature: Cognitive empathy and Affective empathy [4], [5].
Cognitive empathy is the capability to understand the feelings
and emotional states of others [4]. It improves our
communication abilities. Affective empathy, also known as
Emotional empathy is the capability to share the feelings of
others by eliciting automatic emotional responses [6]. It helps
us in developing emotional bonds with people. A new
category of empathy has emerged in recent years, called
Compassionate empathy. It is the ability to go beyond just
understanding and sharing the feelings of others by moving
forward to act and help them [7]. There are several
subcategories of Cognitive empathy: Empathic understanding
and empathic response are the most important ones [4].
Empathic understanding is the capability to understand
another person’s unique emotions and experiences. The
empathic response is the capability to convey the attempts we
make to understand someone’s feelings and motives from
their frame of reference.
As technology advances, the reliance of humans on
artificial agents is increasing in society. People are often
seeking the help of robots and artificial agents for various
reasons which emphasizes the significance of HRI.
According to Paiva et al. [8], empathic agents are the agents
which give emotional responses that are more congruent with
the user’s or another agent’s situation, or the agents which
lead the users to give emotional responses that are more
congruent with the agent’s situation rather than their own
situation. With the wide use of smartphones and the
availability of the Internet, personal assistants like Amazon
Alexa, Google Assistant, and Apple Siri became more
popular. But these social agents should perform in a Humanlike manner to accomplish what they are made for. With this,
the scientific community worldwide focused on embedding
empathy into these artificial agents. Consequently, the need
to measure the artificial agents’ empathy arose and various
attempts were made to evaluate it. However, there is no
global agreement on the evaluation of artificial empathy [5],
[6]. A standardized and globally accepted metric or
evaluation is always necessary to compare across different
models and agents. Without a common scale of measuring,
one can neither compare nor draw conclusions about the
factors, qualities, or quantities being measured in different
studies. Bartneck et al. [9] described the importance of
developing standardized measurement tools for progressing
in the field of HRI. Hence, a globally agreed empathy metric
is of utmost need to excel in the domain of artificial empathy.
This aids to identify the areas of improvement in the artificial
agents and helps to design more realistic empathic artificial
agents that can strengthen the human-robot relationship. This
paper presents the literature review of the existing methods,
the potential challenges in measuring artificial empathy, and
finally presented a newly adapted version of an empathy
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scale covering the new aspects of artificial empathy
measurements that the previous works lacked.
II. RELATED WORK
Yalçin [6] proposed some recommendations for
evaluating artificial agents’ empathy in a systematic
approach. Since there is no global agreement on the
evaluation of empathy in artificial agents, the human
empathy evaluation methods were examined and the factors
to be considered while designing a global metric are
suggested.
Charrier et al. [5] constructed a new questionnaire named
the RoPE Scale (Robot’s Perceived Empathy), which is more
specific towards measuring the robot’s empathy in HRI. The
items are based on human empathy metrics adapted to robots
avoiding capabilities that robots don’t have. Also, they
claimed that the questionnaire is evaluated by experts and
achieved reproducibility, validity, and comparability in
artificial empathy research.
McQuiggan et al. [10] designed the CARE framework, a
methodology for artificial agents to learn empathy models by
observing human-human social interactions. They defined
Empathic accuracy as the precision with which an empathic
agent evaluates another's thoughts and emotions in a social
context and then acts empathetically. They described that the
empathic accuracy of an empathy model can be determined
with two complementary evaluations: (1) Predictive
accuracy, which reveals the degree to which an artificial
empathy model makes similar empathic decisions to those
made by humans, (2) Perceived accuracy, which reveals the
degree to which an artificial empathy model makes
situationally appropriate empathic decisions.
In their work Thies et al. [11] researched the difference
between three chatbots with different personality
orientations: productivity, fun, and emotion, where they
analyzed the peoples’ responses to the chatbots’ behavior.
Their analysis has shown that people tend to prefer the
productivity bot, which can add value to their life, but with a
fun and emotional behavior concluding that users preferred
empathic chatbots. The results of Khan et al. [12] showed a
more positive effect towards attractive agents than
unattractive ones. The work presented a foundation for the
user evaluation of embodied conversational agents in
particular and artificial agents in general. All these works
showed the importance of empathy in artificial agents which
indirectly points to the need for measuring artificial empathy.
Challenges of Empathy Evaluation in Artificial Agents
There are various reasons for not having a standardized
method for HRI empathy evaluation. One primary concern is
the differences in the interaction levels and application goals
of different artificial agents [6]. E.g., a healthcare
professional may require greater compassion, whilst a fitness
instructor may concentrate on pushing the interacting
partner's limits. Variations in characteristics and nonfunctional properties like aesthetics, embodiment, fluency,
and response time of the agents are another concern [6].
Most of the existing empathy evaluation methods used
objective-type questionnaires [5], [6], [13], [14] and avoided
subjective reporting methods. Because the subjective self-
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reporting measures cause uncertainty as people often have
problems or reluctance in conveying their emotional state
which is inappropriate in HRI [13], [14].
Empathy Evaluation in Human-Human Interaction
Psychology has numerous recognized approaches to
measure empathy levels in humans. However, they often tend
to be very subjective [6]. Besides, they depend largely on
physiological information generated by neural activity, pulse
rate, and galvanic skin response, which do not apply to
artificial agents. Some metrics treat empathy as a single,
comprehensive concept that derives a single global value. On
the other hand, certain metrics consider various features and
components of empathy like affective and cognitive
capacities to calculate the overall empathic response of the
artificial agent [6].
There are various measures to evaluate empathy in HHI.
Hogan’s Empathy Scale [15], a 64 true-false statements selfmeasure can assess cognitive empathy. Davis’s Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (IRI) [16] is also a widely used 28-item
scale with four sub-scales for measuring multi-dimensional
empathy. The Barrett-Lennart Relationship Inventory (BLRI)
[17] is one of the widely used client-rated empathy measures
in the form of questionnaires. Empathy Quotient (EQ) [18] is
an extensively used self-report scale with 40 empathy and 20
filler items. Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy [19] is
another scale created to assess empathy as a primarily
cognitive characteristic.
HHI Empathy Evaluation Methods for HRI Empathy
Evaluation
In the HRI, robots and artificial agents’ empathy is
evaluated mostly with the slightly changed versions of HHI
questionnaires. This induces an unnecessary bias in the
evaluation as the robots do not have the cognitive abilities
that humans have. Charrier et al. [5] described that Human
empathy and Robot empathy cannot be measured with the
same methodology even though they are similar.
Hence, the problem of using modified versions of selfreported measures and the questionnaires from the HHI
domain in Artificial empathy measurement must be
addressed to avoid biased results. Furthermore, the
challenges that are complicating the measurement of artificial
empathy should be addressed. RoPE scale [5] is an initiative
towards establishing a metric for measuring artificial
empathy. However, there is some room for improvement to
make it a global and standardized scale. The need for
standardized metrics to excel in the HRI domain is also
acknowledged at the third HRI conference in 2008. As a
result, the purpose of this paper is to contribute towards
filling this gap in artificial empathy measurement.
III. QUALITIES OF A GLOBALLY ACCEPTED METRIC
With quite many definitions given for empathy, the
evaluation metrics used to assess empathic behavior might be
rather different. Also, the variations and differences in the
characteristics like aesthetics and embodiment make it
challenging to apply the same evaluation method to different
artificial agents. To overcome these factors and for an
empathy evaluation metric to be globally accepted, the
empathy evaluation metric should satisfy some qualities.
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After an intense literature study, we came up with a list of
qualities that are to be possessed by a standardized global
empathy metric. Below is the list and the explanation of why
they are important:
M1. Reproducibility
Using objective questionnaires for empathy evaluation is
one of the most widely used techniques to date. However, the
individuals’ mood in answering the surveys/questionnaires at
a point in time might affect the empathic evaluation. Hence,
the metric should be able to produce consistent results every
time it is used. Most of the metrics tend to fail when used at
different intervals of time.
M2. Reliability
If tested on similar or equivalent artificial agents under
the same conditions, the results must be similar. A
measurement metric is only considered reliable when, under
consistent conditions, it provides similar results.
M3. Sensibility
Different artificial agents exhibit varying levels of
interactions, depending on the intent of use. The mode of
communication varies from text, speech, and touch to facial
expressions. The characteristics and non-functional properties
play a vital role. The empathy evaluation metric should be
sensible enough to capture even the small hints produced by
the agents.
M4. Generalizability
Different definitions of empathy dramatically alter how it
is interpreted. Therefore, there should be a generalization of
the measure to suit any definition given to empathy.
M5. Validity
The determined empathy evaluation method should be
validated by experts and bound to the concepts and behaviors
related to empathy. There are many evaluation metrics in
HHI which are considered to be invalid for various reasons.
M6. Comparability
When a new metric is developed, it is essential to
compare it with various state of the Art methods or different
standards. The empathy evaluation method should easily
correlate to the results of other evaluation methods.
M7. Flexibility
The fields of usage and the application objectives of
artificial agents are extremely contextual. Some artificial
agents need more empathy, whereas others need to be more
stubborn and ambitious. Consequently, the empathy
evaluation metric should be flexible to fit all those contexts.
IV. EMPATHY EVALUATION IN ARTIFICIAL AGENTS
According to Yalçin [6], many empathy evaluation
methods from psychology literature involve measuring the
specific cognitive and behavioral capabilities separately and
also the overall empathy. Similarly, while constructing an
affective empathy evaluation method, entire computational
systems’ performance depends on the discrete components’
performance and precision as well as their integration at the
system level. However, due to the multi-component nature of
artificial agents and their complexity, it is recommended to
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perform the feature-level and system-level evaluations
separately.
System-level evaluation concentrates on the measurement
of the systems’ behavior in a broader sense and focuses on
capturing the artificial agent’s global empathic behavior. This
evaluation can be affected by various factors that are to be
considered and controlled, such as user-related factors,
context-related factors, and system-related factors [6]. Userrelated factors include human empathizing factors like
gender, mood, personality, similarity, and social capabilities
[20]–[22], individual traits like culture, socio-economic
background, and computer experience. Context-related
factors include efficiency, effectiveness, acceptability, user
satisfaction, and utility that will impact the intensity and
expression of empathic behavior [23]. System-related factors
corresponding to the aesthetics, human-likeness, efficiency of
movement, and trustworthiness of the artificial agents show a
drastic influence on the perception of empathy [24], [25]. To
regulate the effect of these factors, Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) research has already created various
evaluation metrics [9].
Apart from the system-level evaluation, individual
component evaluations are also required to evaluate the
artificial agents’ overall empathic capacity. The deficits in
one capacity may have a significant impact on the other. For
the global evaluation of empathy, the empathy traits to be
evaluated are divided into three hierarchical mechanisms:
emotional communication, emotion regulation, and cognitive
processes [6]. Emotional communication is further classified
as emotion recognition and emotion expression. The
appropriate recognition of the emotions by the artificial agent
will affect its empathic behavior at every stage of the
communication. Similarly, the emotional expression ability
of the agent would also directly influence the empathic
behavior and its evaluation. Emotion regulation is based on
the personality and mood factors of the person. Cognitive
processes such as appraisal, re-appraisal, and perspectivetaking behaviors are suggested to be included in the higher
levels of empathy [26], [27]. However, no standardized
method has evaluated these capabilities in artificial agents to
date [6].
V. QUESTIONNAIRE TO EVALUATE EMPATHY IN ARTIFICIAL
AGENTS
This section presents a questionnaire to evaluate the
artificial agents’ empathy. Based on our literature review, we
believe that the RoPE scale [5] is the only metric aimed at
measuring artificial empathy. Our questionnaire presented in
this section is an improvement of the RoPE scale with new
items added to cover more aspects of empathic measurement
which will be discussed later. We have made a detailed
analysis of the RoPE scale and figured out the aspects it is
covering from the previous discussions in the paper. The new
adaptations made to RoPE aim to make the scale more
appropriate and precise in measuring artificial empathy by
covering the unattended aspects and factors of artificial
empathy measurement. For these new adaptions, we explored
other scales in the HRI domain focusing on the sub-scales
that are aimed specifically to measure a particular quality of
artificial agents. The new items added are inspired by Barrett-
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Lennard Relationship Inventory (BLRI) [28], Godspeed
questionnaire [29], Companionship Scale for Artificial Pets
[30], and AttrakDiff questionnaire [31]. We chose to make
improvements to the RoPE scale instead of making a new
one for contributing to the comparability (M6) factor in
building a standardized scale. The existing RoPE scale
claimed improved reproducibility (M1), validity (M5), and
comparability (M6). We decided to add the new items from
the already validated existing scales to avoid the
Psychometrician validation. Each new item is adopted to
fulfill the uncovered aspects of artificial empathy in the
RoPE scale based on the theoretical analysis. This will ensure
the Face validity of the scale [32]. since all the items are
from the validated scales, it is necessary to check the internal
consistency of the scale which can be done by calculating the
Cronbach Alpha coefficient. The 20 items of the RoPE scale
are divided into two sub-scales called the Empathic
Understanding (EU) and the Empathic Response (ER) each
with 8 items along with four filler questions that avoid the
subjects from guessing what the test is measuring. Since the
RoPE scale is already validated, we took the two sub-scales
without any modifications. One of our ideas is to use the
filler items in a way that indirectly contributes to the
empathic behavior analysis instead of asking random
questions. So, we took only two of the filler items ( Q17,
Q18) from the RoPE scale and added two new items (Q19,
Q20) of our own (see Tab. 1). The new scale has a total of
25 items (18 from the RoPE scale and 7 new items). Item
(Q19) is inspired by the Focus-on-Empathy forms and item
(Q20) is inspired by the Basic 64-item forms of the BLRI
scale [28]. Items (Q21, Q25) are designed with reference to
the semantic differentials of Foolish-Sensible and
Unintelligent-Intelligent of the Perceived Intelligence scale of
the Godspeed questionnaire [29]. Items (Q22, Q23) are
persuaded from the Enjoyment companionship factor of the
Companionship Scale for Artificial Pets [30]. And finally,
item (Q24) is framed with reference from the Attractiveness
dimension of the AttrakDiff questionnaire with semantic
differential word pairs unpleasant-pleasant, bad-good, and
rejecting-inviting [31]. The newly added items are grouped as
the Empathic Relationship subscale (see Tab. 1). This
subscale will measure the bond the artificial agent creates
with the user. The relation is based on the interaction
between the artificial agent and the user, the comfort that the
artificial agent would make the user feel, the prediction that
can be made, and the perception that the user feels. The
questions should be answered with a number between -3 and
3 on a Likert scale (-3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3). An answer -3 indicates
that “NO, I strongly feel that it is not true” and 3 indicates
“YES, I strongly feel that it is true”. The items marked with
(-) are the questions asked in a negative sense and the filler
items are marked with (F). Tab. 1 shows the total
questionnaire where the items marked (N) are the new
additions (items from Q19 to Q25) and the remaining are
from the RoPE scale (items from Q1 to Q18) [5]:
TABLE I.
Item
Q1
Q2
Q3

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MEASURING ARTIFICIAL EMPATHY
Empathic Understanding subscale
The artificial agent/robot appreciates exactly how the things I
experience feel to me.
The artificial agent/robot knows me and my needs.
The artificial agent/robot cares about my feelings.
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Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Item
Q9

Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Item
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25

The artificial agent/robot does not understand me. (-)
The artificial agent/robot perceives and accepts my individual
characteristics.
The artificial agent/robot usually understands the whole of what
I mean.
The artificial agent/robot reacts to my words but does not see
the way I feel. (-)
The artificial agent/robot seems to feel bad when I am sad or
disappointed.
Empathic Response subscale
Whether thoughts or feelings I express are “good” or “bad”
makes no difference to the artificial agent/robot’s actions
toward me. (-)
No matter what I tell about myself, the artificial agent/robot
acts just the same. (-)
The artificial agent/robot comforts me when I am upset.
The artificial agent/robot encourages me.
The artificial agent/robot praises me when I have done
something well.
The artificial agent/robot helps me when I need it.
The artificial agent/robot knows when I want to talk and lets me
do so.
The artificial agent/robot’s response to me is so fixed and
automatic that I do not get through to it. (-)
Empathic Relationship subscale
The way the artificial agent/robot acts feels natural. (F)
When I interact with the artificial agent/robot, I feel anxious. (F)
The artificial agent/robot respects me. (N) (F)
I feel comfortable to express what is in my mind with the
artificial agent/robot, including feelings about myself or about
the artificial agent/robot. (N) (F)
The artificial agent/robot makes appropriate/correct suggestions
to me. (N)
I think that the artificial agent/robot is a living creature. (N)
The artificial agent/robot always gives me an immediate
response. (N)
The artificial agent/robot’s appearance/audio is pleasant, good,
and inviting. (N)
I believe that the artificial agent/robot has a very appropriate
behavior concerning its application or domain. (N)

The authors of the RoPE scale have not provided the
reason for adding particular items to the scale. So, to
understand the importance of each item, it is important to
figure out which factors or qualities of empathy are being
analyzed by it. Here, we tried to investigate the contribution
of each item to identify the uncovered aspects and factors.
This helped us in designing the new items to cover those
untouched aspects found in the literature review. The RoPE
scale has the items (Q11, Q12, Q13) which measure the
perceived accuracy by clarifying if the artificial agent can
make situationally appropriate decisions as mentioned in
section 2. However, there are no items to measure the
predictive accuracy. Hence, we added a new item (Q21)
which says how much an artificial agent is making humanlike decisions. There are also no items to measure the varying
interactive capabilities and variations in domain-specific
characteristics which are also crucial in measuring the
empathy of an artificial agent. So, we added items (Q23) and
(Q25) to measure each of them. As proposed by Yalçin [6] it
is important to measure the user-related, context-related, and
system-related factors while measuring empathy as pointed
out in section 4. The RoPE scale has items that measure userrelated factors like personality (Q5) and social capabilities
(Q9). For the context-related factors, item (Q6) can measure
efficiency, items (Q12, Q13) can measure user satisfaction,
and item (Q18) (filler item in RoPE) can measure the utility
of the artificial agent. We added item (Q20) which also
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measures the utility of the artificial agent. In the systemrelated factors, the RoPE scale has only one item (Q17) (filler
item) which measures the behavioral factor. Since the RoPE
scale is lacking items to measure the context-related factors
of artificial empathy, we added item (Q22) to measure
human-likeliness and believability, item (Q23) to measure
fluency, item (Q24) to measure aesthetics, and item (Q19) to
measure the behavioral factors. Finally, the purpose of the
newly proposed metric is to improve flexibility (M7) and
sensibility (M3) along with reproducibility (M1), validity
(M5), and comparability (M6) which are already claimed by
the RoPE scale.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article discussed the various aspects of evaluating
empathy in artificial agents, like the challenges in artificial
agents’ empathy evaluation and problems of applying the
Human-Human Interaction (HHI) empathy metrics to HRI. It
provides an aggregation of the global qualities required for a
globally accepted metric from a broad literature review. It
discussed in detail the factors to be considered and various
recommendations addressed in the HRI literature. Finally, it
proposed an adaptation of an existing questionnaire to
evaluate empathy in artificial agents, which together can
achieve the qualities like reproducibility, validity,
comparability, flexibility, and sensibility.
In the future, we would like to develop a generalized
framework (work in progress) to evaluate the artificial
empathy that can be applied to a wide range of artificial
agents with different characteristics and varying levels of
interaction capabilities. The aim of this framework is to be
used along with the questionnaire so that it provides a
standardized protocol to measure artificial empathy. We will
also test the Empathic Relationship subscale of the
questionnaire for reliability. In addition, we will perform the
internal consistency test to ensure the inter-correlation of the
items under scale validation.
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